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(57) Abstract: A configuration management device (1) for vendor-independent network device configuration comprises a network interface unit (2) for communicating with network devices (5, 6) over a communications network (4) and a data storage unit (3). The data storage unit (3) is arranged to store at least one device profile (17, 18, 19) containing a name and vendor-independent configuration parameters (7, 8) of a corresponding network device type, where the network device type is defined to provide a pre-defined functionality within the communications network (4). The network interface unit (2) comprises a unified device network interface (9) and at least one device-specific driver unit (10, 11), where the unified device network interface (9) is arranged to retrieve the at least one device profile (17, 18, 9), to identify at least one network device (5, 6) which belongs to the network device type corresponding to the at least one device profile (17, 18, 19), to retrieve an information on a device-specific configuration protocol (12, 13) to be used during configuration of the at least one network device (5, 6), and to download values for the vendor-independent configuration parameters (7, 8) to the at least one network device (5, 6) via a corresponding of the at least one device-specific driver units (10, 11) which is arranged to apply the device-specific configuration protocol (12, 13). Instead of being implemented in the configuration management device, the downloading functionality of the unified device network interface (9) and the device-specific driver unit or units (10, 11) could be integrated in a configuration interface device (21).
Configuration management device, configuration interface device and method for vendor-independent network device configuration

Description

The invention relates to a configuration management device, a configuration interface device and a method for vendor-independent network device configuration, where the configuration management device comprises a network interface unit for communicating with network devices over a communications network and a data storage unit.

In today's industries, network communication becomes more and more an essential part, as all electronic devices installed in a plant or factory or belonging to a distribution network can be interconnected with each other, if not directly then across network switches or I/O devices. The term electronic equipment comprises every electronic device which has a communication interface, be it a digital or analogue bus interface, be it wire-bound or wireless, and it includes everything from the devices of a central control room over dedicated communication equipment such as switches, routers and I/O devices to control devices and field devices of a distributed control system. As a result, the communications network or networks of a modern industrial facility may be of considerable size and may contain a considerable number of network nodes. The network nodes may originate from different vendors, where each vendor provides a specific tool to configure and maintain their network equipment. However, the owner of the industrial facility usually desires to be independent of any specific vendor. Therefore, there is the need for efficient ways to implement and handle an industrial communications network in an industrial facility in a vendor-independent way.

In EP 1468 371 B1, a solution is described for configuring a home or office network to enable a new application or service, such as web server hosting, multi-player gaming, MP3 file sharing, video and voice conferencing etc.. First, a service template is obtained from a
plurality of service templates, where the service template provides vendor-neutral end-to-end requirements for enabling the particular service within the network. Then, the obtained service template is used to invoke a configuration generator that generates vendor-neutral device-configuration settings for the device types that a network can comprise. Next, after a configuration validator module has validated the network for the requested service, an adaptor module translates the vendor-neutral device-configuration settings to vendor-specific device-configuration settings and communicates these settings to the particular devices within the network.

In WO 2007/053113 a system for implementing and managing a vendor-neutral network system is suggested, which comprises a template generator for generating a plurality of templates, including network equipment templates describing existing network equipment and newly selected network equipment which is not yet in existence, physical network design templates describing the connection and arrangement of the network equipment with details on cabling and connector types, and logical network design templates describing information on logical setup of the network. Further, the system comprises a configuration generator for automatically configuring the network equipment based on the plurality of templates. How the automatic configuration is performed, is, however, not described.

From US 6,349,306 B1, a method and apparatus for configuration management in communications networks is known, where, in an already existing and fully configured network, configuration settings can be changed by using a database. In the database, each network device is represented by a so-called model, where each model is assigned to a so-called model type. Each model type is associated with attributes which are common to all models belonging to the respective model type, so that a model type can be understood as being analogous to a "class" in object-oriented terminology. In order to load new configuration settings to a group of network devices, first a template is created by selecting a specific model type. The attributes of the model type are filled automatically by screening the database and retrieving the attribute values of the network devices belonging to this specific model type, thereby generating a configuration record. Then, the attribute values in the configuration record may be modified, and the modified configuration record be loaded to one or more of the models in the database belonging to the specific model type. Once a configuration record is loaded to a model, a network management system will modify the parameters of the network device to conform to the configuration data in the model.

It is an object of the present invention to provide a solution for vendor-independent network device configuration which supports the planning and designing of the network.
This object is achieved by a configuration management device and a method according to the independent claims.

In the configuration management device according to the invention, the data storage unit is arranged to store at least one device profile containing vendor-independent configuration parameters of a corresponding network device type, where the network device type is defined to provide a pre-defined functionality within the communications network. The network interface unit of the configuration management device comprises a unified device network interface and at least one device-specific driver unit. The unified device network interface is arranged to retrieve the at least one device profile from the data storage unit, to identify at least one network device which belongs to the network device type corresponding to the at least one device profile, to retrieve an information on a device-specific configuration protocol to be used during configuration of the at least one network device, and to download values for the vendor-independent configuration parameters to the at least one network device via a corresponding of the at least one device-specific driver units which is arranged to apply the device-specific configuration protocol.

The downloading functionality of the configuration management device could as well be implemented in an external device called configuration interface device. The configuration interface device comprises a unified device network interface for communicating over the communications network with a configuration management device which is adapted to store data for vendor independent network device configuration, and a device-specific driver unit for communicating over the communications network with a network device. The unified device network interface of the configuration interface device is arranged to receive from the configuration management device the name of at least one device profile applicable to the network device, where a device profile contains vendor-independent configuration parameters of a corresponding network device type, with the network device type being defined to provide a pre-defined functionality within the communications network.

The unified device network interface is further arranged to receive from the configuration management device values for the vendor-independent configuration parameters belonging to the at least one device profiles and to provide the vendor-independent configuration parameters to the device-specific driver unit. The device-specific driver unit of the configuration interface device is arranged to retrieve the values for the vendor-independent configuration parameters and to download them to the network device using a device-specific configuration protocol.
The method for vendor-independent network device configuration according to the invention uses the above described configuration management device and/or configuration interface device and comprises the steps: storing at least one device profile containing vendor-independent configuration parameters of a corresponding network device type, where the network device type is defined to provide a pre-defined functionality within a communications network, retrieving the at least one device profile, identifying at least one network device of the communications network which belongs to the network device type corresponding to the at least one device profile, retrieving an information on a device-specific configuration protocol to be used during configuration of the at least one network device, and downloading values for the vendor-independent configuration parameters to the at least one network device using the device-specific configuration protocol.

Accordingly, the main idea of the invention is to assign to each vendor-specific network device at least one device profile, where each device profile corresponds to a pre-defined network device type which is defined to provide a pre-defined functionality within the communications network. The device profile contains vendor-independent configuration parameters for configuring the corresponding network device type. Further, the device profile contains a name for the device profile and preferably a number of ports for the corresponding network device type, where the ports are the network ports for the specific communications network. Examples for possible network device types are "switch", "router", "VLAN-switch", "operations PC", "field controller", "I/O board" or "printer". Vendor-independent configuration parameters may be for example DHCP settings (Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol), IP-address settings (Internet Protocol address), time synchronization settings, as well as information on whether a port is enabled or disabled, which VLAN ID is assigned to a specific port and further user management configuration of the network device.

After the values of the vendor-independent configuration parameters are set, the configuration of those network devices which are of the corresponding network device type is then performed by downloading these values from the configuration management device either directly or via the configuration interface device to the specific network devices. Therefore, the configuration management device and the configuration interface device, respectively, are equipped with a unified device network interface which is adapted to communicate with the data storage unit of the configuration management device to receive and transmit any kind of data, and in particular to receive the vendor-independent configuration parameters. As the name already indicates, the unified device network interface is a vendor-independent interface. It cooperates with a device-specific driver unit which is also part of the configuration management device and the configuration interface.
device, respectively, where the device-specific driver unit uses a device-specific configuration protocol to download and implement the vendor-independent configuration parameters in the network device, either directly or after a translation into device-specific parameters. The cooperation between unified device network interface and device-specific driver unit can be implemented as direct communication or as access to the same data storage unit in the configuration management device or configuration interface device, respectively.

The suggested usage of device profiles with vendor-independent parameters allows for a simplified and better controllable configuration of the communications network with just one configuration management device and just one configuration software tool instead of having to use various vendor-specific configuration devices and tools. As a result, the one configuration management device has the full control over and the history of all configuration settings, which enables the creation of a consistent "as-built-documentation". The engineer who installs and commissions the communications network can focus on the correct parameterization of the network instead of trying to memorize how each of the various configuration devices or tools work. The configuration of the network can accordingly be concentrated in one single hand, which increases the security of the communications network as unauthorized access to the network is easier detectable and as the possibility for unauthorized access via third-party tools is eliminated.

An important advantage of the invention is the possibility to use the pre-defined network device types for the designing and planning of the communications network. In the beginning, only a rough network structure needs to be known. For the designing of the network with the help of a computer tool, device placeholders which are assigned to one of the pre-defined network device types and which are therefore vendor-independent may be used. The result is a virtual network. Then, for each of the device placeholders, vendor-independent parameters of the corresponding device profile or of a corresponding combination of device profiles are set in order to interconnect the device placeholders so that the virtual network is filled with life. A combination of device profiles consists of a basic device profile, for example relating to the basic functionality of a "switch", and at least one specialized device profile, such as "security switch" or "VLAN switch", where the specialized device profile is used to further specify or concretize the basic device profile. The vendor-independent parameters may be set either by a human network designer via a user interface or by a tool for automatic network configuration, running for example in the configuration management device, or by a combination of both. Afterwards, for each of the device placeholders, a concrete physical network device to be purchased from a specific vendor is
chosen, where the concrete network device needs to fulfill the device profile. This may again
be done by a user or by a computer-implemented tool, running for example in the
configuration management device, where the computer-implemented tool may for example
filter a catalog of network devices based on the requirements defined by the device profiles.

The output is an electronic order list, on the basis of which the network devices may then be ordered, physically installed and finally configured as described above. Hence, it becomes possible to plan the network before the actual hardware decision is made, which simplifies the planning phase considerably.

In this way, not only the configuration but the engineering of the communications network as a heterogeneous system is simplified due to the integration of all necessary steps in one and the same computer device, here the configuration management device. Hence, a communications network can be engineered faster and with less effort and costs, compared to the using of various vendor-dependent tools. A further advantage is that an electronic representation of the whole communications network becomes available in the configuration management device in vendor-independent form which simplifies also the handling of any amendments or changes to the network.

The data storage unit in the configuration management device as well as a possibly implemented data storage unit in the configuration interface device can be a volatile or non-volatile memory.

The device-specific configuration protocol used in the configuration management device or configuration interface device, respectively, for implementing the vendor-independent parameters can be based for example on SNMP (Simple Network Management Protocol), Netconf (Network Configuration Protocol), TFTP (Trivial File Transfer Protocol), a command line interface via for instance SSH (Secure Shell) or Telnet (Telecommunication Network), a Web browser interface via for instance HTTP (Hypertext Transfer Protocol) or a Web service as defined by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C). These protocols are device-specific in the sense that within one and the same communications network, a first network device may communicate via a first of these configuration protocols and a second network device via a second of these configuration protocols. It is the vendor who decides which configuration protocol to apply. In addition, not only the network devices but also the usage of the device-specific protocols within the network devices is vendor-specific, in the sense that different vendors usually have different approaches to actually apply the configuration functions of one and the same protocol. For two different network devices communicating via the same configuration protocol, vendor-independency would only be achieved if the
parameters of the configuration functions would be the same for both network devices, i.e. if the parameters of one and the same configuration function would be of the same data type and would have the same position within the function.

In an embodiment of the configuration management device, the unified device network interface is arranged to identify the at least one network device by receiving via the corresponding device-specific driver unit from the at least one network device or be retrieving from the data storage unit the name of at least one device profile which is applicable to the at least one network device. In other words, the configuration management device needs to know which network devices are to be configured, i.e. which network devices belong to the network device type the vendor-independent parameters of which are to be downloaded and whether the respective network device or devices possess the unified device network interface. This information can be obtained by the configuration management device either directly from the data storage unit or by scanning the communications network and receiving from the connected network devices at least the names of the device profiles which they support, respectively. The scanning may be an iterative scanning as perhaps not the entire communications network can be reached without accessing and/or configuring some of the network devices first which then establish a connection to further network devices which are located further away from the configuration management device.

The same concept is applicable with respect to the information on the device-specific protocol used by each of the network devices, respectively. Accordingly, the unified device network interface may be arranged to retrieve an information on the device-specific configuration protocol from the data storage unit or by receiving it from the at least one network device via the corresponding device-specific driver unit.

In a specific embodiment, the unified device network interface may be arranged to download the values for the vendor-independent configuration parameters to multiple network devices simultaneously. For example, in redundant networks, at least two network devices may be of the same network device type with exactly the same vendor-independent parameters. These redundant network devices may then be configured in one go.

As described above, the network device profiles may be used to design and plan the communications network. In order to support this functionality, the unified device network interface may be arranged to automatically extract device profiles from an existing communications network, i.e. to retrieve via the corresponding device-specific driver unit from at least one network device a device description containing device parameters. The
configuration management device, in particular a processing unit of the configuration management device, is then arranged to extract the device parameters from the device description as vendor-independent configuration parameters. In case that the device description was retrieved from at least two network devices, the configuration management device is arranged to extract the vendor-independent configuration parameters from an intersection or a union of the device parameters of the at least two network devices or from a matching of strings of names of the device parameters.

The configuration management device may further be arranged to automatically generate a unified device network interface from a generic configuration driver and a device description of at least one network device, before actually starting the configuration process of the communications network, i.e. the configuration management device may be arranged to generate its own tool for the vendor-independent configuration.

The above described data representation of the communications network in vendor-independent form may be stored in the data storage unit of the configuration management device as an interconnection of generic network devices, where the generic network devices are each related to one or a combination of device profiles and where in a combination of device profiles a basic device profile, for example relating to the basic functionality of a "switch", is supplemented by a further specification or concretion of this basic device profile by adding one or more specialized device profiles, such as "security switch" or "VLAN switch". From this data representation, the unified device network interface of the configuration management device may retrieve the above described information on which network devices are to be configured during the next download of vendor-independent parameters and which device-specific protocols they use.

Further, the unified device network interface may be arranged to retrieve via the corresponding device-specific driver unit from at least one network device a currently implemented set of parameters and to compare the set of parameters with the corresponding vendor-independent configuration parameters of the corresponding generic network device in the representation of the communications network. This means that the planned configuration is compared with the implemented configuration, i.e. an as-planned versus as-built analysis takes place.

Even further, the configuration management device may be arranged to retrieve the representation of the communications network from the data storage unit, to analyze it with respect to possible design errors in the network, such as non-reachability of a network
device, presence of connected but un-configured ports of a network device or missing redundancy of a connection between two network devices. The output of this analysis may then be used to correct the design errors and/or to re-design the communications network.

Another important advantage of the invention is the possibility to use the centrally available vendor-independent configuration information for fast re-loading of this information to a network device, which is of particular interest when the hardware of the network device was replaced. Accordingly, the unified device network interface of the configuration management device is arranged to recognize a newly installed network device which replaces a previously installed network device, where the newly installed network device may come from a different vendor or may be of not exactly the same but only a similar instrument type. The only thing that is important is that the newly installed network device supports the same device profile as was used in the previously installed network device in order to be able to fulfill the same function within the network. The unified device network interface is arranged to download the same values for the vendor-independent configuration parameters to the newly installed network device which were implemented in the previously installed network device. The result is a plug-and-play solution for the communications network.

As already indicated, the above described extensions of the functionality of the unified device network interface of the configuration management device may be implemented in the unified device network interface alone or in connection with a further processing unit, where the further processing unit is contained in the configuration management device as well.

In cases where not all configuration parameters required by a network device may be modeled and assigned to a network device type, the device-specific driver unit of the configuration management device or configuration interface device, respectively, may be arranged to retrieve values for device-specific parameters which are not covered by the vendor-independent configuration parameters and to download to and implement the values in the network device. These values may be retrieved from a data storage unit of the configuration management device or configuration interface device, respectively, via a user interface, or from an external network device, such as in the case of the configuration interface device from the configuration management device.

The invention and its embodiments will also become apparent from the examples described below in connection with the appended drawings which illustrate:

Fig. 1  a configuration management device in connection with two network devices,
Fig. 2  an illustration of a device placeholder,
Fig. 3  a more detailed view of the configuration management device of Fig. 1 in connection with the vendor-independent configuration process of the two network devices,

Fig. 4  the view of Fig. 3 with configuration interface devices.

In Fig. 1, a configuration management device 1 is shown comprising a data storage unit 3 and a network interface unit 2 with an integrated processing unit 14. The network interface unit 2 is connected to a communications network 4. A first network device 5 and a second network device 6 are connected to the same communications network 4.

Each of the network devices 5, 6 can be represented by at least one device placeholder, which is a representation of a generic network device 20 having assigned a vendor-independent device profile. Accordingly, each device placeholder represents one particular network device type providing a particular functionality with the communications network 4.

For one and the same physical network device, more than one device placeholders may be used if its hardware so allows. In other words, one and the same network device may be configured in different ways so that it performs different functions within the network. Fig. 2 shows an example of two possible device placeholders applicable to one and the same physical network device which is of the kind "managed switch" and which has six network ports A to F. Two device profiles 17 and 18 are available, where each device profile contains a name, here "Switch" and "VLAN Switch", and a set of vendor-independent parameters 7 or 8 corresponding to the network device type which provides the respective functionality of a switch or a VLAN (virtual local area network) switch, respectively. Accordingly, a physical network device which would fulfill the requirements of both device profiles 17 and 18 is a device which can be operated in different ways, either as a plain network switch interconnecting computers or other processing units via communications network 4, or as a VLAN switch grouping together the six network ports A to F into at least two subgroups so that each subgroup belongs to a separated sub-network of the communications network 4. Hence, the first device placeholder is defined by generic device 20 in connection with the first device profile 17, and the second device placeholder results from an assignment of second device profile 18 to generic device 20. In the example of Fig. 2, the values of the vendor-independent parameters 7 of the first device profile 17 are set so that only the sixth port F is enabled to be connected to communications network 4 while all other ports A to E are disabled. The values of the vendor-independent parameters 8 of the second device profile 18 are set to assign the enabled port F to a specific VLAN ID (VLAN identifier). Accordingly, a vendor-independent configuration of either a switch or a VLAN switch can be prepared without needing to know from which vendor the managed switch is going to be purchased.
With the help of Fig. 3, it is now explained how network devices 5 and 6 are configured in a vendor-independent way based on the above described device profiles. Three vendor-independent device profiles 17, 18 and 19 are stored in data storage unit 3 of the configuration management device 1. The first device profile 17 belongs to a network switch, the second device profile 18 to a VLAN switch, and the third device profile 19 to a field controller.

The network interface unit 2 of configuration management device 1 comprises a unified device network interface 9 and a first device specific driver unit 10 and a second device specific driver unit 11. The unified device network interface 9 retrieves from data storage unit 3 information on which of the network devices connected to communications network 4 is to be configured and with what device profiles. In the example of Fig. 3, first network device 5 is to be configured as a "Switch", followed by second network device 6 to be configured as a "Field controller". Before the first configuration can take place, it has to be ensured or the unified device network interface 9 has to verify that the first network device 5 actually belongs to the network device type corresponding to the respective device profile intended for downloading. Accordingly, the identification of the network device to which a particular device profile can and should be downloaded is performed by unified device network interface 2 either indirectly by retrieving corresponding information from data storage unit 3 where this information is stored after a verification of the above named prerequisites, or directly by scanning the communications network 4.

Another piece of information which is needed by network interface 2 for the downloading process is the information on a device-specific configuration protocol 12 to be used during configuration of the first network device 5. This information can again be retrieved from data storage unit 3 or by requesting it from first network device 5. As an alternative, the unified device network interface 9 may recognize the device-specific configuration protocol 12 by probing the first network device 5 with a kind of trial-and-error method. The device-specific configuration protocol 12 of the first network device 5 is a Web service based protocol, which is then assigned to be used by the first device specific driver unit 10. The device-specific configuration protocol 13 of the second network device 6 is SNMP, which is assigned to be used by the second device-specific driver unit 11.

Once all the necessary information is known to unified device network interface 9, the values for the vendor-independent configuration parameters 7 of device profile 17 are downloaded by the unified device network interface 9 to the first network device 5 via the first device-
specific driver unit 10 using the device-specific configuration protocol 12, i.e. the Web service based protocol. During the downloading, a translation of the vendor-independent configuration parameters 7 may be performed and remaining device-specific parameters may be added by device-specific driver unit 10 if necessary. As a result, the first network device 5 is configured as a network switch.

Afterwards, the same process is performed by the unified device network interface 9 of configuration management device 1 in collaboration with the second device specific driver unit 12 in order to configure the second network device 6 as a field controller so that it becomes able to communicate as planned within communications network 4. The device-specific configuration protocol 13 used during the configuration is SNMP.

Fig. 4 differs from Fig. 3 only in that the unified device network interface 9, a device specific driver unit 10, 11 and a data storage unit 15, 16 are implemented in a configuration interface device 21. For each of the network device 5, 6, a corresponding configuration interface device 21 is located within the communications network 4 between the configuration management device and the corresponding network device 5, 6. At first, each configuration interface device 21 is a generic device. Once the device-specific protocol 12, 13 of the corresponding network device 5, 6 is identified and assigned to the internal device-specific driver unit 10, 11, the configuration interface device 21 is individualized and becomes able to configure the corresponding network device 5, 6. The identification of the device-specific protocol 12, 13 can be performed by storing this information either in the data storage unit 15, 16 of the respective configuration interface device 21, or in the data storage unit 3 of the configuration management device 1 which communicates with the configuration interface devices 21 via network interface 2, or in a data storage unit of the network devices 5, 6, from where the information is retrieved in each case by the unified device network interface 9.

The downloading process of the vendor-independent configuration parameters of the device profiles 17, 19 is the same as described above, with the only difference that the unified device network interfaces 9 of the configuration interface devices 21 receive the names of the device profiles to be downloaded and the values for their vendor-independent configuration parameters from the configuration management device 1.

In the above description, all devices connected to the communications network are described as physical hardware. However, as there is a trend towards virtualizing parts of a network infrastructure, it is to be understood that the configuration management device, the configuration interface devices as well as the network devices may as well be implemented as virtual devices in a reduced number of physical devices.
Claims

1. Configuration management device (1) for vendor-independent network device configuration, comprising
   • a network interface unit (2) for communicating with network devices (5, 6) over a communications network (4),
   • a data storage unit (3),
characterized in that
   • the data storage unit (3) is arranged to store at least one device profile (17, 18, 19) containing a name and vendor-independent configuration parameters (7, 8) of a corresponding network device type, wherein the network device type is defined to provide a pre-defined functionality within the communications network (4),
   • the network interface unit (2) comprises a unified device network interface (9) and at least one device-specific driver unit (10, 11), wherein
   • the unified device network interface (9) is arranged to
     o retrieve the at least one device profile (17, 18, 19) from the data storage unit (3),
     o identify at least one network device (5, 6) which belongs to the network device type corresponding to the at least one device profile (17, 18, 19),
     o retrieve an information on a device-specific configuration protocol (12, 13) to be used during configuration of the at least one network device (5, 6), and
     o download values for the vendor-independent configuration parameters (7, 8) to the at least one network device (5, 6) via a corresponding of the at least one device-specific driver units (10, 11) which is arranged to apply the device-specific configuration protocol (12, 13).

2. Configuration management device according to claim 1, wherein the unified device network interface (9) is arranged to identify the at least one network device (5, 6) by receiving via the corresponding device-specific driver unit (10, 11) from the at least one network device (5, 6) or be retrieving from the data storage unit (3) the name of at least
one device profile (17, 18, 19) which is applicable to the at least one network device (5, 6).

3. Configuration management device according to claim 1 or 2, wherein the unified device network interface (9) is arranged to retrieve an information on the device-specific configuration protocol (12, 13) from the data storage unit (3) or by receiving it from the at least one network device (5, 6) via the corresponding device-specific driver unit (10, 11).

4. Configuration management device according to any of the previous claims, wherein the unified device network interface (9) is arranged to download the values for the vendor-independent configuration parameters (7, 8) to multiple network devices simultaneously.

5. Configuration management device according to any of the previous claims, wherein the unified device network interface (9) is arranged to retrieve via the corresponding device-specific driver unit (10, 11) from the at least one network device (5, 6) a device description containing device parameters and corresponding values, wherein the configuration management device (1) is arranged to extract from the device description values for the vendor-independent configuration parameters (7, 8) and wherein in case that the device description was retrieved from at least two network devices the configuration management device (1) is arranged to extract the vendor-independent configuration parameters (7, 8) from an intersection or a union of the device parameters of the at least two network devices or from a matching of strings of names of the device parameters.

6. Configuration management device according to any of the previous claims, which is arranged to generate the unified device network interface (9) from a generic configuration driver and a device description of at least one network device (5, 6).

7. Configuration management device according to any of the previous claims, wherein the data storage unit (3) is arranged to store a representation of the communications network (4) as an interconnection of generic network devices (20), wherein the generic network devices are each related to a device profile or a combination of device profiles (17, 18, 19).
8. Configuration management device according to claim 7, wherein the unified device network interface (9) is arranged to retrieve via the corresponding device-specific driver unit (10, 11) from the at least one network device (5, 6) a currently implemented set of parameters and to compare the set of parameters with the corresponding vendor-independent configuration parameters (7, 8) of the corresponding generic network device (20) in the representation of the communications network (4).

9. Configuration management device according to claim 7 or 8, which is arranged to retrieve the representation of the communications network (4) from the data storage unit (3), to analyze it with respect to possible design errors in the network (4), such as non-reachability of a network device (5, 6), presence of connected but un-configured ports (A to F) of a network device (5, 6) or missing redundancy of a connection between two network devices.

10. Configuration management device according to any of claims 7 to 9, which is arranged to identify at least one vendor-specific network device from a pre-defined catalog of vendor-specific network devices which supports the one or the combination of device profiles of one of the generic network devices belonging to the representation of the communications network (4), and to enter the at least one vendor-specific network device into an order list.

11. Configuration management device according to any of the previous claims, wherein the unified device network interface (9) is arranged to recognize a newly installed network device which replaces a previously installed network device and to download the same values for the vendor-independent configuration parameters (7, 8) to the newly installed network device which were implemented in the previously installed network device.

12. Configuration management device according to any of the previous claims, wherein the device-specific driver unit (10, 11) is arranged to retrieve values for device-specific parameters which are not covered by the vendor-independent configuration parameters (7, 8) and to download the values to the network device (5, 6)

13. Configuration interface device comprising
   - a unified device network interface (9) for communicating over a communications network (4) with a configuration management device (1)
which is adapted to store data for vendor independent network device configuration, and

• a device-specific driver unit (10, 11) for communicating over the communications network (4) with a network device (5, 6),

wherein

• the unified device network interface (9) is arranged to receive from the configuration management device (1) a name of at least one device profile (17, 18, 19) applicable to the network device (5, 6), wherein the at least one device profile (17, 18, 19) contains vendor-independent configuration parameters (7, 8) of a corresponding network device type and wherein the network device type is defined to provide a pre-defined functionality within the communications network (4),

• the unified device network interface (9) is further arranged to receive from the configuration management device (1) values for the vendor-independent configuration parameters (7, 8) belonging to the at least one device profile and to provide them to the device-specific driver unit (10, 11), and

• the device-specific driver unit (10, 11) is arranged to retrieve the values for the vendor-independent configuration parameters (7, 8) and to download them to the network device (5, 6) using a device-specific configuration protocol (12, 13).

14. Configuration interface device according to claim 12 or 13, wherein the device-specific driver unit (10, 11) is arranged to retrieve values for device-specific parameters which are not covered by the vendor-independent configuration parameters (7, 8) and to download the values to the network device (5, 6).

15. Method for vendor-independent network device configuration using a configuration management device according to any of claims 1 to 11 and/or a configuration interface device according to any of claims 12 to 14 and comprising the steps:

• storing at least one device profile (17, 18, 19) containing a name and vendor-independent configuration parameters (7, 8) of a corresponding network device type, wherein the network device type is defined to provide a pre-defined functionality within a communications network (4),

• retrieving the at least one device profile (17, 18, 19),
identifying at least one network device (5, 6) of the communications network (4) which belongs to the network device type corresponding to the at least one device profile (17, 18, 19),

• retrieving an information on a device-specific configuration protocol (12, 13) to be used during configuration of the at least one network device (5, 6), and

• downloading values for the vendor-independent configuration parameters (7, 8) to the at least one network device (5, 6) using the device-specific configuration protocol (12, 13).
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